FINALISTS FOR EUROPEAN PRIZE FOR INNOVATION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
"Education" category
Country

Administration

Project

DE

Landkreis
Offenbach

FAMILIENWERKSTADT

Contact
Ms Kordula Egenolf
k.egenolf@kreis-offenbach.de
+ 49-6074-8180-3400

Initiator of the project FAMILIENwerkSTADT is the Integration Office of the Kreis Offenbach,
a local administration in Germany. The project supports childcare facilities in their
conceptual and structural development into family centers and fosters empowerment and
participation for socially disadvantaged families with and without a migration background in
their community. The prize money shall be used for the project coordinators at the childcare
facilities, for training and project development.

DE

Landesamt für
Geoinformation
und
Landentwicklung
BadenWürttemberg

poststelle@lgl.bwl.de
+ 49 711 95980 308
INSPIREdata Bodensee

The Surveying Authorities of the four neighbouring countries of Lake Constance have
developed a prototype transformation of spatial data with their INSPIRE initiative. It’s
planned to extend the transformation processes to other data models and to other subject
areas (e.g. 3D) of the INSPIRE. The integration of the transformed data in a cross-border
Lake Constance app is intended as well. The realisation will be done by research and project
contracts together with partners from science and industry.

ES

Fundacion Agencia
Regional de
Gestion de Energia
de Murcia

SOLAR RACE

José Pablo Delgado-Marín
jpablo.delgado@argem.es
+34 968223831

SOLAR RACE is an efficiency and endurance competition for vehicles powered by alternative
energy sources organized by the Agencies for Development and Regional Energy of the
Region of Murcia, Spain. The objective is to cover the distance using the least amount of
energy. Vehicles must be designed and built by groups of students from educational centres,
mainly High Schools and Universities. The prize would be invested in an EU Prix 2013 edition,
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on two pillars: science awareness among young people and contribution to the resource
efficiency objective.

HR

Hrvatska
akademska i
istrazivacka mreza CARNet

EQEdu

Aleksandra Mudrinic Ribic
Aleksandra.Mudrinic@CARNet.hr
+38 5911450207

Through the initiative EQEdu, Croatian Academic and Research Network - CARNet is
connecting 26 Primary schools in rural, remote and isolated parts of Croatian mainland and
islands and creating a network of innovative schools equipped with latest video-conference
equipment, ICT and namely state-of-the-art educational methods. This way those pupils will
have an equal education by attending technology-enhanced to meet the needs of education
in the 21st century. The prize money would allow to involve new schools into the project
and spread the network of schools

PT

Câmara Municipal
de Santarém

Public buildings
strategy

Maria João Cardoso
mjcardoso@cm-santarem.pt
+ 35 1916899153

The Santarém Municipality, Portugal, has launched the initiative Public Strategy on
sustainable construction for future buildings. The policy links companies, universities,
research institutes, industry professionals and consumers fostering new ideas on sustainable
growth and constuction. The prize money will be invested in an Environmental and
Sustainability Education modular Center and in the development of a dynamic Handbook for
Sustainable Construction Options with successful cases.

SK

Centrum vedeckotechnických
informácií SR

ANTIPLAG

Julius Kravjar
julius.kravjar@cvtisr.sk
+ 421-269253206

The Slovak national initiative ANTIPLAG aggregates theses and dissertations from all Slovak
higher education institutions in the Central Repository and checks their originality. Such a
nationwide system is new in Europe. The prize would be used together with other funds for
an upgrade to detect translational plagiarism, to expand the comparative corpus with
significant e–resources, to share the experience with the Member States and to disseminate
information about plagiarism, copyright, IPR and academic ethics.
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FINALISTS FOR EUROPEAN PRIZE FOR INNOVATION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
"Citizens" category
Country

Administration

Project

ES

Ayuntamiento de
Avilés

CONTRASTA

Contact
Jorge Juan Manrique
jjmanrique@ayto-aviles.es
+ 34-637-780436

Aviles City Council (North of Spain, 83.000 inhabitants) is being a pioneer in developing a
strategic program that turns public procurement into an active policy of employment. In its
contracts, Aviles requires the engagement of bidders on different social aspects. The prize
would be used to incorporate environmental criteria in public contracts; develop an
innovative electronic public procurement; engage the companies with Social Responsibility
and divulgate the CONTRASTA initiative to other Organizations.

FI

Helsingin Kaupunki

Helsinki Region
Infoshare (HRI)

Ville Meloni
Ville.meloni@forumvirium.fi
+ 35 8400260000

The cities of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area have been pioneers of open data in public
administration in Finland through the Helsinki Region Infoshare (HRI) service. Recently City
of Helsinki opened access to decision making information by opening an interface its
electronic case management system. This gives a great opportunity to activate citizens to be
more involved in public decision-making. The prize would enhance making this data more
interoperable and creating innovative services for the benefit of citizens.

FR

Conseil Général du
Haut-Rhin

ORIENTATION

Carole Mochel-Wirth
mochel@cg68.fr
+ 33 389306303

The Conseil Général du Haut-Rhin, French local authority in charge of social action,
developed the innovative IT tool ORIENTATION to improve the care and service system for
dependent elderly. This secured information exchange system allows social and medical
professionals providing quick and appropriate answers to citizen’s demands. The prize would
allow developing new functions, a citizen web portal for online requests, a statistic
observatory and a training module to ease expansion of the tool.

SL

Ministrstvo za
pravosodje in javno
upravo

AdminConsultWiki

Polona Kovač
polona.kovac@fu.uni-lj.si
+ 386 41 787 335
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The Slovenian Ministry of Public Administration and the Faculty of Administration of the
University of Ljubljana designed an innovative portal 'Administrative Consultation
Wiki'(ACW), resulting in 2 mio hits in 2010-2012. ACW helps citizens, NGOs and authorities in
administrative procedures to resolve their legal dilemmas through Web 2.0 approach. The
prize would enable supporting citizens in more complex life events, networking focus
groups, advising across border in English and developing further IT interactivity.

SE

Stockholms laens
landsting

My Healthcare Flows

Nina Lundberg
nina.lundberg@sll.se
+ 46 707375119

'My Healthcare flows' is a national open source citizen service in Sweden that contains
several products, e.g. medical record information, questionnaire-, search and upload
services. Products are built on an Open platform using Open interfaces, in order to be easily
shared with other stakeholders in Europe. The prize money would be spent on the
development of an open source questionnaire APP for children having cystic fibrosis and a
language module making the eHealth service accessible in different languages.
Media Office
UK

London Borough of
Islington

SHINE

media.team@islington.gov.uk
+44 20 7527 2307

The London Borough of Islington’s Seasonal Health & Affordable Warmth Team delivers the
Seasonal Health Interventions Network (SHINE). SHINE provides an integrated and holistic
package of interventions to reduce fuel poverty, excess winter deaths and hospital
admissions and maintain independent living amongst older people. Our prize money would
be spent on developing a peer to peer programme allowing residents to support each other
in financial management and maintaining a warm, dry home.
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FINALISTS FOR EUROPEAN PRIZE FOR INNOVATION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
"Firms" category

Country

Administration

Project

AT

Bundesministerium
für Finanzen

Business Service Portal
(Unternehmensservicepor
tal www.usp.gv.at)

Contact
post.ii-11@bmf.gv.at
+ 43 151433502305

The Austrian national initiative the Business Service Portal (BSP) is the electronic gateway for
businesses to public administration in one in a web-based platform. This key measure of the
initiative “Reducing Administrative Burden for Businesses” is run by the Ministry of Finance
and the Federal Chancellery in close co-operation with all relevant ministries and
stakeholders. The money will be used to gather suggestions for improvement by running a
competition among students with business background.

ES

Ministerio de
Hacienda y
Administraciones
Publica

Aporta

Garcia Emilio
emilio.garcia@seap.minhap.
es
+ 34 91 273 29 36

Aporta is the flagship initiative of the Spanish Government for promoting the Re-Use of
Public Sector Information and fostering the opendata culture among the Public
Administration and the Society to promote the development of innovative solutions to the
grand societal challenges. In combination with the resources of the project, the prize would
be spent in actions oriented to make easier for companies the reuse of public sector
information. One example is the creation of a federation of opendata portals around
datos.gob.es, connecting the national portal with regional and local portals.

ES

Instituto de Turismo
de la Región de
Murcia

HERMES

Hidalgo Belén Ferrer
belen.hidalgo@carm.es
+34 968 357717

The HERMES platform has been developed by the Tourism Institute of the Public
Administration of Región de Murcia. The Hermes tools have been made available free of
charge to regional SMEs, multiplying the number of touroperators to collaborate with and so
allowing them to gain visibility, exponential growth of number of clients and important
management savings. The prize would be used to integrate new touroperators and sales
channels, supply accessibility tools to users, and communication.
FI

Tampereen Kaupunki

PlatformedInnovation

Jukka Matikainen
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jukka.matikainen@hermia.fi
+358 40 533 6379
Platformed Innovation is a common effort of stakeholders involved in the development of
New Factory innovation platform in Tampere Region: City of Tampere, Hermia Ltd., regional
development agencies, universities and companies. Prize money will be used to create an
EU-based global movement engaged with platform based innovation. An innovation
bootcamp and a collaborative writing project with the aim of creating a handbook for
platform thinking will be launched and executed.
Gemeenschappelijke
Regeling
Samenwerkingsverba
nd Noord-Nederland

NL

123subsidie.nl

Henk Emmens
Emmens@snn.eu
+ 31 6 22337590

SNN is a governmental alliance of the three northern provinces of the Netherlands and the
managing authority for the administration of subsidies. With the website
www.123subsidie.nl SME’s get enabled to search for financing of their projects. The free of
charge website contains information on provincial, federal and European funding
possibilities. With the price money further development of the website in co-creation with
stakeholder should be financed to give a complete overview of funds also beyond those for
SME's.
Agencia Para a
Modernizacao
Administrativa IP

PT

Zero Licensing initiative
(ZL)

comunicao@ama.pt
+ 351 217231200

The Agency for Public Services Reform in Portugal is implementing the Zero Licensing (ZL)
initiative. The ZL responds to the Services Directive, simplifying and dematerializing
procedures regarding the exercise of commercial activities in a Point of Single Contact (PSC)
and also, eliminates unnecessary licenses or replacing them by a simple communication in
the PSC. In case of winning, the prize money will be used to expand the initiative to other
sectors of the economy, such as exports, tourism and agriculture.

.
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